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With the development of network technology and the speeding up of 
informatization, the Internet has penetrated into every field and become a necessity of 
people's daily life. At the same time this influence put forward new and higher 
requirements for the bank financial management under the informatization 
environment. Financial management is the core of the banking information 
management, and accounting files management is an important part of bank's 
financial management, so the stand or fall of accounting archives management 
directly affect the bank's financial management level. Establishing an effective 
information management system and ensuring the accounting archives management 
highly effective, informatization and intelligentized has become the attention focus of 
the economic organization and also is key issues of China Construction Bank’s 
informatization. 
The Accounting Files Management System for China Construction Bank 
designed and implemented by this paper is put forward based on the above reasons. 
This paper constructed an accounting files management system with safety and high 
efficiency based on the requirements analysis, system design and implementation. 
This paper completed following work: 
1. Introduce the research background and significance of Bank Accounting 
Files Management System, investigate the current research and application present 
situation in accounting files management , analyze the existing problems and propose 
the urgency and necessity to apply information technology to accounting archives 
management for improving the safety and efficiency of bank data management . 
2. Introduce the current popular informatization system construction technology 
and analyze the advantages and disadvantages between them.  
3. Make the requirement analysis of The Accounting Files Management System 
for China Construction Bank，achieve the precision demand of bank accounting files 
management business based on the early demand research and communication with 
the users, and use UML modeling tools to build models for system requirements 
demand. 
4. According to the precise requirements definition of requirements phase on 















tools to build models for the system design results, express the interaction and process 
of objects in the system through the activity diagram, flow diagram, sequence diagram, 
etc. Provide the accurate basis for the system implementation through the detailed 
design. At last implement the system and display the user interface of the core 
modules. 
5. Test the system, validate the problem existing in the system and analysis its 
reason in order to maximize the perfect system. 
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